
Felicia Bryn Collection 2002.137.1 
Preliminary inventory 

.1 Photograph; studio portrait of Felicia Braun; the caption on the back of the 
photograph reads: “To my dear uncle and aunt from Felusia”; dated: c. 1941; location: 
Warsaw ghetto, Poland 
 
.2 Photograph; studio portrait of Jakub Jurek Braun; the caption on the back of the 
photograph reads: “To my dear Felusia from Jurek”; dated: c. 1941; location: Warsaw 
ghetto, Poland 
 
.3 Photograph; image of Leokadia and Kazimierz Sroka sitting in front of their 
house; dated: c. 1943; location: Deniska village, Poland 
 
.4 Photograph; studio portrait of Felicia Braun, living as Felicja Garbarczyk, during 
her first communion; dated: c. 1946; location: Gowarzewo village (near Poznan), Poland 
 
.5 Photograph; studio portrait of man wearing the uniform of the Polish Army, 
donor’s maternal uncle, who perished a short time before liberation; dated: c. 1938; 
location: Wielun, Poland 
 
.6 Photograph; studio portrait of Dr. Dawid Braun, donor’s father, who perished 
while hiding as a Pole; dated: c. 1939; location: Warsaw, Poland 
 
.7 Postcard; written by Frajdla Frania Gliksman, donor’s maternal aunt, in the 
Warsaw ghetto to her brother Nusyn Gliksman in the US; in her message Frania thanks 
her brother for two packages and 50 zloty, which he sent her via Lisbon, Portugal.  She 
asks him for additional help if possible and requests that he should send the packages to 
the address of their sister Bluma, since they all stay together.  Frania requests as well to 
be addressed as Frajdla and not Frania.  She reports that their mother is in “Wieruschau” 
with the Ajbeszyc relatives, but Frania is worried about her, because she had no letter 
from her in two weeks.  Frania reports that Mira and Izaak “moved” out [deported] from 
Krolikow, near Konin, but hopes to get their new address.  Frania relays regards from 
Dawid and Bluma and the children [Felusia and Jurek] as well as from Fredi (Nusyn’s 
son) and from Tobiasz (Mira’s son); dated: February 20, 1941; location: Warsaw ghetto, 
Poland; in German 
 
.8 Identification paper and trade permit; issued to Nusen Gliksman, donor’s 
maternal uncle, who lived in Frankfurt a/M and had a textile import export business; ID 
photo affixed in the front of the document; blue ink round stamps with a Nazi swastikas; 
dated: October 15, 1934; location: Frankfurt a/M, Germany; in German 
 
.9 Identification paper and trade permit; issued to Nusen Gliksman, donor’s 
maternal uncle, who lived in Frankfurt a/M and had a textile import export business; ID 
photo affixed in the front of the document; blue ink round stamps with a Nazi swastikas; 
dated: January 7, 1935; location: Frankfurt a/M, Germany; in German 
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